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Tricentis Academy
World class training and continuous education
Continuous Testing isn’t a product you can acquire and deploy–

Extensive Coursework on Test Automation Best Practices

it’s achieved through a deeper transformation involving people,
processes, and technologies.

Our test automation experts have developed interactive training
materials across a broad range of test automation and Contin-

Tricentis provides the technologies, services, and training needed

uous Testing topics – from getting started with test automation,

to achieve true Continuous Testing. Whether you’re looking to

to SAP testing best practices, to advanced service virtualiza-

get started with test automation, scale your initial successes,

tion scenarios. Start with a core set of courses and paths, and

or master advanced Continuous Testing practices, Tricentis

customize the plan for your specific needs.

Academy can help.
Role-Based Learning Paths
Tricentis Academy is designed with enterprise needs in mind.
Working with over 500 Global 2000 organizations, we have

Role-based learning paths are a proven, efficient way to help

developed an extensive library of content—and can rapidly tailor

employees grasp the skills most relevant for their jobs. At the end

it to suit your precise needs. From on-site trainings conducted

of each path, learners have the opportunity to earn a certificate

across all major regions worldwide, to anytime anywhere access

that formally recognizes their mastery of the course material.

via an online portal that can be customized for your organization,
we are experienced in making expert training broadly available

Current paths include:

throughout large organizations. Our industry-recognized certifi-

·

Automation Specialist 1 & 2

cation program has already helped 19,000+ testers accelerate

·

Automation Engineer 1 & 2

testing for Agile and DevOps – and we’re continuously expanding

·

Test Design Specialist 1 & 2

the program to address new roles, specializations, and topics.

·

Test Architect

Industry-Leading

Relevant for

Many Ways

Continuous Insight

Content

All Roles

to Learn

into Progress

Select from a broad array of

Learning opportunities are

Multiple formats help you

Intuitive dashboards provide

core topics; we’ll customize &

available for everyone – from

achieve your goals efficiently

real-time insight into progress

extend the foundation to suit

manual testers to expert test

and effectively. Live, online,

at the organization, team, and

your unique needs.

automation engineers.

instructor-led, self-paced...

individual level.

www.tricentis.com
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Multiple Learning Formats
Interactive, hands-on learning experiences are delivered in a variety of formats to meet different corporate needs and learning styles:

Training Format

Description

On-site classroom training*

Live instructor-led training at a time and location of your choice.
Can include boot camps and workshops.

Public classroom training*

Live instructor-led training at a time and location determined by
Tricentis.

Self-paced online learning*

Each learner completes interactive coursework at their own pace–
anytime, anywhere.

MOOCs

Free hour-long “Massive Open Online Courses” that explore
targeted topics and best practices.

Video Tutorials

Free step-by-step tutorials that cover the basics of test automation
with Tricentis Tosca.

Tricentis YouTube Channel

Provides additional content, interviews and selected videos from
the online training program.

*Offers certification opportunities

See the Tricentis Academy site for details on the courses currently available across all formats: tricentis.com/academy
Powerful Dashboards and Portals

Standard or organization-specific learner portals also deliver

Online trainings offer powerful reporting dashboards that

highly-personalized, interactive learning experiences across

provide real-time insight into progress at the organization,

both desktops and mobile devices. This keeps learners engaged,

team, and individual level. This helps you identify obstacles and

enables anytime/anywhere training access, and guides them to

opportunities along your path to success.

relevant content that expands their expertise.

14 Role-based courses

80% of coursework is “hands-on”

19,000+ certified users

175+ core videos

20+ hours of specialty courses

44,000+ certifications

Based on data collected in Q1 2018

About Tricentis
With the industry’s #1 Continuous Testing platform, Tricentis is recognized for reinventing software testing for DevOps. Through risk-based testing, scriptless end-to-end
test automation, and the industry’s most extensive technology support, Tricentis breaks through the barriers experienced with conventional software testing methods.
Our innovative technologies simplify testing for even the most complex enterprise applications—transforming testing from a roadblock to a catalyst for innovation.
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